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Welcome
As winter approaches the castle continues to welcome bus parties and manage the busy
programme of events and weddings. This year guests are greeted by new lighting which
shows off the landscape and castle to great advantage without blinding you in the process,
seen on the front cover, you can read about the installation on page 6.
The Forest Lodge team were thrilled this year when David Taylor-Smith successfully rose to the
challenge of a MacNab. He kindly agreed to be guest writer, an account of his day on page
10 makes good reading. Something for the archives in years to come.
The mild and wet weather this summer was perfect for grass. The farm harvested a record
silage crop, the garden team were perhaps less enthusiastic about the many hours spent
mowing. An incredible number of autumn berries followed, with the red squirrels a frequent
and popular sight.
As December approaches may I wish you all a very happy Christmas and jolly New Year
Sarah Troughton

New Faces

Chloe Thornton
- marketing
assistant

Sam Blewitt
- castle accounts
assistant

John Andrew
- gardening team

Hector
Mackinnon
- maintenance
team

Donna Grant
- Shepherd,
Balachallan
Farm

The game department welcomes trainees: Joseph Gay – West Hand, Harry Steward – Clunes
and season ghillies Michael Hansen & Thomas Arthurs – Forest Lodge and Ewen Bentall –
Dalnamein.
We say farewell to…
Fraser Walker, Jamie Gunn and Oliver Jones - young gamekeepers, Ben Rhodes Stalker for
10 years at Dalnamein, Shona MacDonald - Caravan Park. Robert Simpson General Farm
Worker and Walter Wyllie , Shepherd both at Balachallan. We wish all well in their future
employment, careers and retirement.
Front cover: The new Castle lighting system
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News in Brief

Sandy Reid, for many years head keeper on
Atholl Estates, photographed with his wife
Mhairi and Sarah when presented with his
award, which speaks for itself, at the Moy
Game Fair.

Carn Liath path opening
On Friday 27th September, Head of Rural
Enterprises Julian Clarke and Ranger Julia
Duncan attended the formal opening of
the repaired path on Beinn a Ghlo’s Carn
Liath. The upgrade was managed by the
Outdoor Access Trust Scotland and used
National Lottery funding in tandem with a
successful Crowdfunding project. Invited
guests watched MSP John Swinney cut the
ribbon at the foot of the hill.
Logierait Memorial
Maintenance work to The Logierait
Monument to the 6th Duke (1814-1864)
has been part funded through the Griffin
Windfarm micro grant scheme, allocated
via Logierait Community Council. Works
include repair to the access track and
revetment to the monument foundation.
Curling Club on Sunday 6th October over
30 people took part in the annual Tulliemet
Curling Club walking treasure hunt around
Tulliemet to raise funds for the club. A great
success, it finished off with a BBQ and raffle
at the end of the event.
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News in Brief cont.

Katherine Grainger, four times
Olympic medallist including gold
medallist at the London Olympic
games for rowing, gave the keynote
speech at the Keepers of the Quaich
banquet this autumn. Also attending
was the actor Sam Heughan, who
stars as Jamie Fraser in the time-travel
drama Outlander. He is launching a
whisky brand called “The Sassenach.”
Both are seen here with Sarah.

Christmas Fair
The Christmas Fair took place at
the castle on the 1st, 2nd & 3rd
of November. We saw over 1,200
people over the three days, who
enjoyed an array of local crafts
and festive gifts. It was a great
sucess and we look forward to
hosting it again next year.
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Blair Atholl Primary
Atholl Estates was
delighted to support
the Blair Atholl Nursery
Messy Den. Robbie Dow,
the estate works dept.
foreman, is pictured here
with his son; Robbie has
spent much of his spare
time building the shed
which is a wonderful
facility for the children,
when the weather is less than perfect. The walls
are already vibrant with their imaginative creations.
Themed Military Ride
Exercise Highland Garron - Major Will MacGill, a serving
Regular Officer with the Royal Engineers, organised a
ride this summer based on the 1934 Royal Scots Greys
recruitment campaign in the Highlands, when they rode
from Edinburgh to Inverness to Aberdeen to Dundee
to Perth and back to Edinburgh over a period of 40
days. One of the locations to which they rode was
Blair Castle. This summer they aimed to showcase the
Royal Engineers Equestrian Team inside the Sappers
Units, raise its profile within the wider army and forces
equestrian world and also to carry out commemorations
along the routes where appropriate. The riders included
a team of personnel from the Royal Scots Dragoon
Guards, the Royal Engineers and a group of historical
riders. The latter in uniform and saddlery appropriate to
the period from 1918-1934.
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The Atholl Highlander’s summer outings
In addition to the annual parade and gathering the Atholl Highlanders took part in two
very different events this summer.
On the first occasion in May they visited Kings Cross.
Every year a rail organisation is selected to represent
their line for one day on the main concourse of
Kings Cross Station in London. 2019 was the first
time a Scottish line has been given that honour
and Kate Howie, as treasurer of The Highland
Main Line Community Rail Partnership, was tasked
with pulling the event together, named “Highland
Fling”.Six Atholl Highlanders attended, two pipers
and four Highlanders, who piped and danced to
the enjoyment, and perhaps astonishment, of the
many rail travellers who use the station. They spoke
to 6391 people during a long day and the event
featured on The World’s Most Beautiful Railways on
More 4 on Monday 2nd September.

In August the Atholl Highlanders paraded in Perth for the first time in 105 years when Brigadier Sir
Melville Jameson KCVO CBE, the retiring lord-lieutenant of Perth and Kinross, became only the 18th
person to be given the Freedom of the City of Perth. He received the award during a brief ceremony
at the end of Sunday’s City of Perth Salute, a now-annual event that Sir Melville was instrumental in
setting up. Sir Melville is no stranger to the Atholl Highlanders having taken the salute at their annual
parade at Blair Castle in May.
As the Sergeant Major, Graham Jack, said “Definitely one to be remembered and for all the right
reasons. Excellent representation of the Regiment and great presence on parade.”
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The Castle’s External Lighting – as seen on the front cover
Flood lights first appeared in about 1970 lighting parts of the east elevation of the castle. In
those days the lights were designed to give enough light to illuminate the carpark and the
main entrance. Gradually more and more fittings were added in a somewhat random fashion
giving no coherent visual solution. Not unreasonably, big functions wanted their own lighting
systems for an evening event resulting in more wiring, more expense. In December 2018 we
started to look at installing a completely new system by removing all the electrical detritus
that had accumulated over the last 50 years.
Various lighting consultancies were interviewed but they were
somewhat dismissive of our budget and declined to proceed.
Luckily Michael Lakin, who had designed the ballroom lighting
in 1998, and has subsequently built an impressive lighting
design business, Starlight Design, was delighted to tackle the
external lighting project, with an initial budget of £50,000
for design, supply and the installation of lights to illuminate
the trees, landscape and the east elevation of the castle. With
modern control systems an infinite number of colour settings
can be preprogramed into the control unit which is housed
in the castle office. Drawings of fittings in the landscape and
around the castle were finalised in June and the installation
programme began.

Michael Lakin with Lee and Mark Shanto

Installing the new system was complicated by the grounds being open, so that the trenches
and cabling had to be designed with a minimum impact, not to inconvenience the day and
evening visitor. The digging of 400 metres of trenches and the laying of 2,000 metres of
electrical cables took about 5 weeks, coordinated by the estate works team, Andy Gayton
and Mark Shanto’s L and M Electrical team. Once the trenches and cabling had been installed,
76 fittings were delivered and wired up ready for Michael Lakin to fine tune their directional
settings and the overall colour orchestration.
All went well, but 24 hours after completion
there was a massive downpour taking the Banvie
Burn up to unseen levels and came close to
removing the pedestrian bridge and washing
away one of the bridge supports, nearly removing
the lighting distribution console which was
mounted on the side of the bridge - a close call.
The Keepers of the Quaich dinner, the castle’s
premier event, was lit for the first time in October
to rapturous acclaim and recently the castle was
lit in red to commemorate Armistice Day. The
1960 lighting scheme which illuminates the west
elevation, as seen from the A9, remains unaltered.
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The Castle lit up red

A look back on 2019 at the Castle
During the summer the castle enjoyed a number of pipe bands from abroad touring
Scotland. The Pipes & Drums Tour/PLC Sydney Scotland stopped off and practiced with us
on the castle forecourt on their way up to compete in a piping competition in Inverness.
Later in the summer a pipe band from Malaysia made a colourful spectacle while visiting
in August as part of their tour for the World Championships, which took place in
Glasgow.

At the end of September we hosted the Maserati
International Car Rally. There were over 150 cars that took
part in the event from new to old styles of Maserati parking
in strict order of age and style, they reached the castle after
a little bit of retail therapy at the House of Bruar. It was a
huge honour to provide the club with a lunch stop, as it was
the first time in the club’s history they had visited Scotland.
Charity Open Day took place in June to raise money in aid of The Atholl Centre in Pitlochry.
We had music from Perthshire Brass, Mid-Life Crisis and Textures. There was also a bring
and buy stall and children’s activities within the grounds. A sum of £3,680 was raised
and handed over to Iain Walker, seen here with Chloe Thornton, Kerry Wilson and Sarah
Troughton. Helen, from The Atholl Centre commented - “the charity day at Blair Castle
enables us to raise the profile of our work at the Atholl Centre to both visitors from
around the world and also to locals. We are
currently celebrating our 50th Anniversary, and
as our special fund raising event, we will be
installing a ‘Changing Places Toilet & Shower’
facility. This will be specially designed to enable
adults and children who require assistance, to
use a toilet and if necessary get changed and
washed with dignity in a suitable environment.”
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Life on Rotmell
The Brewster family have been farming at Rotmell since Alistair and Morag took on the
tenancy in 1981 from Atholl Estates. We have enjoyed farming this 992 Ha block of land since
then. The business has mainly evolved around a beef and sheep operation with an organic
egg enterprise added in 2005. In 2015 Alexander applied for a Nuffield Farming Scholarship
which sets out to lead a positive change in ggriculture. My application was to study how the
management of genetics and the new science around genomics could help increase profitability
in red meat production. After my global travel and study, what I came back with moved the
farm on with these topics of science and technology.

My Nuffield journey started at Roslin Institute with a conversation around diversity. The more
diverse you make a breeding program or seed mix the more resilient the performance. As I started
to join the dots around all this new knowledge, the essence of what I thought farming was
about started to change. Farming is about producing food certainly, but it is how we achieve this
ecologically that needs to be addressed in the 21st century.
Globally there is only one true currency, from whatever angle you look at it; for millions of years it
is the plant’s ability to acquire energy through photosynthesis that drives the cycle of life.
Building soil organic matter(SOM) is the key that makes this all work. SOM are millions of
microscopic living life forms that eat each other, recycle and move nutrients through the soil.
Plants have a need for minerals, like we do, but their roots can only access what they can directly
touch. To acquire more, they have to trade with microbes. Plants realise through their root
systems a product known as plant exudates, a sort of liquid glucose that the microbes and soil
fungi need to feed on. In return they provide an expansion to the plants root systems.
Each family of plants has its own association with these fungi and bacteria, the greater the
diversity of plants, the bigger the weight of soil microscopic life that forms and this increases
soil organic matter. This is really a giant sponge that holds and moves nutrients and moisture
around in the soil. As this sponge increases the health of the land, its ability to become more
resilient to climatic factors also improves.
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In 21st century agriculture we need to be able to work with and understand these natural
processes. In a livestock context, this means putting into place a farming system that operates
around pastoral rest and grazing impact. Impact is the herbivore interaction with the pasture as
they graze through in tight groups, maximising consumption but also trampling surplus pasture
to feed the soil life and recycle surplus carbon. The subsequent rest period allows a rebuilding of
plant function and health.

“Dry cows on 1 day shifts”

In essence we are pastoral farmers, farming light absorption
through photosynthesis; atmospheric carbon sequestration
through carbon fixation and water absorption through
osmosis to form a base carbohydrate that we recognise as
grass, which then goes on to produce the finest Scottish
beef and lamb.
The future of the farming business at Rotmell has very
much started to evolve towards a form of holistic farm
management where we are looking to achieve a couple
of win-wins; an ecologically sound grazing platform with
highly resilient breeding stock that are adapted to their
environment. The key driver in succeeding is managing total
nutrition, where we are feeding the smallest microbe to the
largest of our cows through completing the soil food web
and the carbon cycle.
Alexander Brewster
October 2019
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The Glen Tilt, Macnab - 15 August 2019
Our family has been lucky enough to stay at Forest Lodge every year since 2003. Over the
years our family has hosted a large annual gathering for a week of shooting, fishing, dancing,
walking, swimming and partying. This year with some luck and considerable assistance from the
wonderful staff on the Atholl Estate and a patient group of friends, I successfully completed a
Macnab on 15 August at Forest Lodge. This was my third attempt at a Macnab at Forest Lodge.
The Salmon
We rose at 4am and met with Sandy Reid and we were on the River Tilt at 4.30am. I was
accompanied by a long-standing French friend, Hubert Rousseau, an accomplished hunter. Our
fishing was severely hampered by clouds of midges which we defeated with a pipe full of French
tobacco and a large bonfire. After some persistence, and many changes of flies and rods, we
connected with a fish which disappointingly turned out to be a 1lb trout. Not long after landing
the trout, our hard work payed off and we successfully landed a 7lb salmon at 6.30am.

We returned to Forest Lodge for a full Cooked breakfast and prepared for a long day on the hill.
The Stag
Under the watchful eye of Ryan Cumming, our hill party of six left the lodge at 9am for a long
day on the hill. Carrying a rifle and a shotgun we ascended the hills in the south of Glen Tilt and
after an hour spied a large group of hinds and stags in the distance. With the wind in the wrong
direction and with far too many eyes for a frontal approach, we descended the hill and took a
long detour in order to approach the edge of the herd from the rear. Ryan and I crawled into
position, identified a suitable stag with “switch” antlers and I took a single shot at 11.55 from
a concealed position 130 yards away. After gralloching the beast and eating our piece, we left
Ryan and our pony and headed off in search of a brace of grouse.
The Brace of Grouse
We knew the Macnab brace of grouse would be challenging, stock numbers not being high
this year!For two hours our party of five swept the hills and found no grouse. Feeling tired and
thirsty we began to think our Mcnab would be unsuccessful. At around 15.00, we flushed a
brace of grouse and I was fortunate to connect with one with a long shot of around 40 yards.

15 minutes later we flushed a single bird which was brought down with a single shot.
Rejoice!!!
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Our party returned to Forest Lodge to celebrate our
success with a fine dinner accompanied by a bottle of
1985 Chateau d’Yquem!!
I would like to thank the excellent team at Forest Lodge
for their support and enthusiasm in helping me complete
my McNab and providing a memorable day out in the
Glen.
David Taylor-Smith

Tackling Residential Energy Performance Requirements
Addressing global warming is a cause most of us are signed up to and given polls now show
over 80% of the population are concerned, governments are at last taking action. The UK
has made impressive progress in de-carbonising electricity production but the tough carbon
reductions needed cannot be achieved without heat and transport catching up.
Currently, political measures to push down carbon emissions from heat are limited to
energy performance certificates (EPCs) applied to let residential property. EPCs are issued
after a survey which measures thermal efficiency and carbon emissions from heat sources.
Thermal efficiency is established by measuring wall, roof and floor insulation. It also notes
window and door thermal properties, lighting efficiency and heat control measures within
the property.Heat source carbon emissions are generally more straight forward as most
properties only have one boiler which will have technical specifications indicating its exhaust
emissions.
EPC bands are ranked A to G with A being the best ranking. All let residential properties
in Scotland are obliged to have a band D ranking before 2025 and it is likely that C will
be required by 2030. There are exceptions, such as if the property is listed and there’s
a maximum budget of £5000 expected from the owner. The most effective means of
improving an EPC score is to increase insulation to the walls, loft and if possible, the floor.
Loft insulation is straight forward but walls are more complicated in occupied property.
Given most of our cottages will require internal wall insulation to achieve band D, we have
been spending a lot of time recently looking into materials and methods that are least
intrusive and have the lowest risk of unintended consequences, the most serious being
increased moisture retention within the property. We will be finalising that work soon and
then rolling out a programme of works that will see all our properties compliant by 2025.

Winter 2019/20
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News from our Ranger, Julia Duncan
Work is being carried out at Logierait woods due to the construction of a haul road for the
new barites mine. This has led to some alterations to the walking trails in the woodland but
has meant that a new section of path has been installed and will be a welcome addition to this
popular spot.

Moth survey site

Student volunteers from the Royal School of Dunkeld

In July, Julia accompanied experts and keen
volunteers from Butterfly Conservation Scotland
to a site in Glen Tilt where they sought to find
a species of moth so rare this is the only spot in
the UK where it has been recorded. With some
determination they found around 12 adult moths
and managed to snap a few photographs. The
importance of this site can’t be understated and
time will be spent learning more about the moth
and how to best conserve it.
A new batch of Junior Rangers from S2&3 of
Pitlochry High School began their programme
of activity for 2019/20. The group will achieve
a John Muir environmental award and will be
carrying out conservation tasks throughout the
area. They got stuck into some rhododendron
clearance as part of the works to install a new
footpath at the Balvenie Pillar, which we hope to
have open by the new year.
In June, Julia attended a training session to learn
more about the rare Northern Damselfly.
Andrea Hudspeth from British Dragonfly Society
went through identification and ecology before
they visited a site managed by Atholl Estates
where the damselfly is found.
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Northern Damselfly found on Atholl Estates

Update on Estate Activities
Balachallan Farm - on Saturday 26th October, the
majority of the suckler herd from Balachallan was
sold at United Auctions, Stirling. Trade was strong for
the cattle, and it represents a change in direction for
the farm, moving away from calving cows to finishing
store cattle and increasing sheep numbers. The
majority of the herd went to a farmer from Freuchie
who is looking to increase cattle numbers, with other
purchasers from Tiree to Oban, including Ardchattan
Estate.
A lunch was held at Tulliemet to thank Walter Wyllie who retires as Shepherd at the end
of October. He has done a wonderful job over the last 7 years, raising the quality of the
sheep herd. Donna Grant has taken up the post and is living at the Milton.

Struan Point Woodland plans are progressing well, a finalised planting plan is currently
being agreed with Forestry Land Scotland, and will be the subject of a neighbour
consultation this winter. Fencing is hoped to start in Autumn 2020 with planting following
after that. A similar proposal is being investigated at Pitgur, although this is at least a year
behind Struan Point.
A9 Update – the scheme works continue
at a pace, whilst there is little physical
activity on the ground, both projects
are progressing at the public inquiry
stage (where all objections are heard by
the Reporter). It is envisaged that both
Inquiries will be finished by the end of
December 2019, with their report and
recommendations expected sometime
in the spring of 2020. It is likely that
there will then be a period of 12-24
months whilst the final design and tender
documentation is written, with work on
the ground starting in 2021/22, although
at this stage it is not clear which section
will proceed first.

Stalking – Early August saw Graeme
Cumming take three board members from
the Cairngorms National Park out stalking
on the West Hand. The idea came about
following the CNPA board meeting here
earlier in the year, when it transpired only
one board member had previously been
stalking. Janet Hunter, one of the party,
wrote ‘I want to thank Atholl Estates for
the opportunity to spend a day on the hill
learning about stalking, deer management
and a way of life with Graeme. We had
a wonderful day (aided by near perfect
weather) discovering how difficult it is to get
close enough to shoot and making the most
of Graeme’s patient answering of all our
questions!’

Winter 2019/20
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Update on Estate Activities cont.
Commercial Property Update - we have a busy winter ahead on the commercial property
front, with a new phase of three workshop units (4900 sq.ft.) planned at Cally Industrial
Estate, Dunkeld. Construction is due to start in January with entry in June 2020. Two units
are prelet and the third, the smallest unit at 620 sq.ft., is open to enquiries. Meanwhile at
Blair Atholl Sawmill Industrial Estate a smaller new development is planned, where two new
commercial workshops will be developed in place of an old drying shed from the sawmill era,
which is being demolished. The new units will both be 750 sq.ft. and are open to enquiries,
with completion in June 2020.
On the wider estate, it’s difficult when driving north
on the A9 to miss the emergence of a new road
snaking through Killiechangie Wood. The road is being
established by a mining firm called MiSwaco to gain
access to a new barites mine further north. Dump
trucks will bring the barites mineral from the mine to
a transfer station in the woods above Logierait. From
there it will be loaded onto motorway lorries and then
on to the A9 for distribution.

Landrover Blair Castle International Horse Trials -This year’s horse trials was a special event,
the 30th Anniversary of running as an international competition and we were delighted that the
BE90 and BE100 championship competitors could enjoy their moment in the Main Arena.
After a very wet start to the week, the weather was kind and there was a great atmosphere
at the event, which is a credit to all of the staff, officials and volunteers and so much more
enjoyable for all our visitors.
Emilie Chandler won her first ever CCI4*-L event Blair Castle International with Maria Doel’s
Gortfadda Diamond, a horse who she believes has real 5* potential. Scotland’s Rosa Onslow and
Diamond Sundance added just .8 of a time penalty to their two-phase score to finish second,
with Simon Grieve and Mr Fahrenheit III third. Speed and accuracy across country handed French
Olympic gold medallist Astier Nicolas victory in the CCI4*-S.

4_L winner Emilie Chandler and Gortfodda Diamond
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BE100 winner Rose Macpherson and HHS Canya
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Local rider Wills Oakden, who is based in Perthshire, took fourth on Debbie Whalley and Liz
Magennis’s nine-year-old Oughterard Cooley. Wills, the highest-placed Scottish rider, said:
“I’m delighted with him; he’s a cross-country machine, which is what Blair is all about.”
Eleanor Hope celebrated her 20th birthday in fine style, winning the CCI3*-L class on
Limestone Romeo. Hayden Hankey scored his first ever international win in the CCI2*-L class.
Scottish rider Morven Pringle, who is based in Moffat, was very emotional about her second
place. The 24-year-old was riding Miss Contender, who was owned and ridden by Morven’s
best friend Natasha Galpin, who was killed in a fall on the gallops in January.
Looking to next year British Eventing announced in November that they will be piloting,
in Britain, three CCI1*-S classes in 2020. The new one star level was introduced to the
international calendar by the FEI in 2018 and British Eventing will pilot this class at Blair and
two other venues in 2020.
The Jacobite Exhibition – A Family Divided – the castle’s new
exhibition for 2020 will be installed in the Treasure Room over the
winter. The exhibition will reflect the trials and tribulations the Atholl
family and the castle endured during the Jacobite rebellion and how
the Jacobite attempts to restore the Stuart monarchy in the first
half of the 18th century led to a dangerous period of intrigue and
plots. Members of the Atholl family supported different sides of the
political divide: father opposed son and brother fought brother, but
the family and Blair Castle survived the turmoil and by the 1750s
emerged united. The exhibition will tell the stories of the family, the people on the estate
and the castle using original documents and objects. It will
be housed in the newly refurbished Treasure room across the
corridor from Duchess Katharine’s Room. The exhibition will
mirror Duchess Katharine’s in style completing our new and
exciting ground floor exhibition rooms. Some of the items on
display will be a ticket used to access secret Jacobite meetings
in the shape of a cockade detailed with the names of executed
Jacobites, as well as Bonnie Prince Charlie’s spectacles and case.
Chippendale Study Day was held at the Castle on the 1st of November lead by
Chippendale and furniture expert David Jones. The study day was based in the Castle
Library where it was possible to scrutinise pieces and their associated documentation in
some detail. David Jones also led the group on a guided tour of the castle explaining some
of the larger pieces of furniture and the 18th century plasterwork. Highlight of the day was
undoubtedly the Chippendale pieces, which are the earliest documented (pre- Dumfries
House) items in the Director style and the furniture made from estate materials. These
include the striking broom wood desk and bookcase (1758) by George Sandeman and the
pair of larch and Glen Tilt marble cabinets made by George Bullock for John, 4th Duke of
Atholl, in 1817/18. An extremely interesting and educational day was had by all.
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Newsletter Team & Contributors

Future Events
Castle Summer Season Opens

Andrew Bruce Wootton
Sarah Troughton
Nicky Townshend
Julian Clarke
Keren Guthrie
Julia Duncan
Chloe Thornton
David Taylor-Smith
Jamie Troughton

1st April

Various Easter activities around the
Estate
11th - 12th April

Atholl Highlander Parade
23rd May at 2.30pm

Atholl Gathering and Highland Games
24th May 10am

Contact Details

Deaths

Atholl Estates Office, Blair Atholl,
Pitlochry, Perthshire PH18 5TH
Tel: 01796 481355
Email: enquiries@atholl-estates.co.uk
Blair Castle: 01796 481207
Blair Castle Caravan Park: 01796 481263
Lodges: 01796 481355
Ranger Service: 01796 481355
Blair Castle Horse Trials 01796 481543

15th September 2019 -Joyce McDonald, Inverack
Farm, Calvine

Websites

Estate Open Day
27th May

Children’s weekend activities from Easter
onwards – see website for details.

18th September 2019 - Christine Stewart, wife of
Donny Stewart, Upper Balchandy

Births

Download the latest issue
of the newsletter from:
www.atholl-estates.co.uk

14th August 2019 - to Hugh and Katy
Chamberlain, daughter 8lbs Aila Rose
18th October 2019 - Ella Nye and her husband
welcome baby Freya at 2.11pm weighing 8lbs
1oz
19th November 2019 - to Stuart and Kath Blues,
a daughter Isla

Marriages

blaircastle
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Register for our monthly
e-newsletter with the latest events,
special offers and news at
www.atholl-estates.co.uk

We hope you enjoy receiving the estate’s
newsletter but if you would like to be
removed from our mailing list please
call 01796 481355 or
email ella@atholl-estates.co.uk

14th September 2019 - Dunkeld Cathedral
Son of George and Jill Campbell
Finlay Campbell to Lauren Blakebourgh

Blair_Castle

www.atholl-estates.co.uk
www.blairhorsetrials.co.uk
www.blair-castle.co.uk
www.blaircastlecaravanpark.co.uk

Blair_Castle
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